






























 

MUSIC OF INDONESIA, VOL. 9:  
Vocal & Instrumental Music fromCentral & West Flores  
Liner note supplement 04/04/2008 
 
Recorded, edited, and annotated by Philip Yampolsky.  77 minutes.  SWF 40425 (1994)   
  
 
These 1993 and 1994 recordings present the virtually unknown choral singing of Ngada and 
Manggarai of Flores, an island east of Bali. The sounds, performed mainly at funerals and 
agricultural rituals, range from highly dissonant harmony to some rare instances of Indonesian 
counterpoint. (For additional music from this region, see MUSIC OF INDONESIA, VOL. 8: Vocal 
& Instrumental Music from East & Central Flores, and MUSIC OF INDONESIA, VOL. 16: Music 
from the Southeast: Sumbawa, Sumba, Timor.) 
 
Track List 
 
1. Dhikiro Men's chorus 
2. Zoka Men's chorus 
3. Teo Ne Wea-Dioe Mixed chorus  
4. Gogo Rego Mixed chorus 
5. Teke song: Ana Geo (excerpt) Mixed chorus 
6. Teke song: Kela Mixed chorus 
7. Teke song: Pata Mixed chorus 
8. Goegoe Mixed chorus 
9. Mbata song: Ndore (excerpt) Men's and mixed chorus, with gongs and drums 
10. Wera Sarajawa (excerpt) Men's and mixed chorus 
 
Corrections to CD booklet text for Vol. 9: 
 
During the final stages of publication of Volumes 8 and 9 (as well as Volume 7, which was 
published together with these two), project director Philip Yampolsky was off in Kalimantan 
recording the material for later volumes, and communications with Smithsonian Folkways 
became impossible. As a consequence, there are a number of misspellings and stylistic 
irregularities in the published commentary, as well as a few errors and omissions.  
 
For example, the use of italics is non-standard: titles of books, recordings, and pieces of music 
are sometimes italicized and sometimes not; the same is true of instrument names and other 
foreign terms; and the names of population groups (e.g., Ata Krowé) are frequently italicized, 
contrary to standard practice and Yampolsky's preference. Photo captions were omitted, as 
were all diacritical marks, both from European-language words (Bärenreiter, für) and from words 
in Indonesian regional languages. Yampolsky had intended to distinguish among the three 
varieties of e in these languages; also, some Flores personal names (Kloä, Reë) use a dieresis 
that should not have been omitted.  
 
Map (p.2) : same emendations as for Volume 8.  
 
p.11 & p.12 : same emendations as for Volume 8.  
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p.18 (L column) : The sentence beginning "The difference" should read: "The difference is in the 
text of the long ngga'é section, which is sung by men, led by the male soloist."  
 
p.18 (R column) : The parenthesis at the end of the first paragraph should read: "...(aside from 
the interpolation of danding in the latter)."  
 
p.23 (Acknowledgments) : Mirjana Lauševic. 
 
Pronunciation guide. The official spelling of Indonesian languages does not use diacritical 
marks. However, for the convenience of English-speaking readers, we may distinguish among 
three varieties of e, using the French system. (An unmarked e is neutral.) Aside from c, which is 
pronounced as ch in church, consonants have more or less their standard English values, and 
vowels more or less their standard values in Spanish or Italian.  Since the only ambiguities 
concern the letter e, only words containing e are listed below.  
 
Names of places and population groups: Aésésa, Éndé, Ewa, Florès, Géré, Kéwa Panté, 
Krowé, Mauméré, Nagé, Nusa Tenggara, Rané, Tebuk, Téndatoto, Utétoto, Waigété, Wétakara.  
 
Names of places and population groups: Boawaé, Dhéré Isa, Éndé, Florès, Géro, Géro Dhéré, 
Goléwa, Kéo, Képok, Nagé, Nunudhéré, Nusa Tenggara, Ratogésa, Rèmbong, Rèndu, 
Wolowéa. 
 
Titles of songs: Ana Géo, Dioé, Goégoé, Gogo Régo, Ndoré, Oédoko, Ololé, Téu Ne Wéa, 
Wéra Haimélo, Wéra Sarajawa. 
Other terms: céngé, etu, eza, ghegho [gh representing a voiced velar fricative similar to the 
French r], Gua Mézé, kela, moké, ngga'é, teké, tekesé.  
 
Photo captions for volume 9: 
 

Front cover: Singer at a teké (Boawaé). 
Back (upper left): Singers (Dhéré Isa). 
Back (center right, larger photo): Mbata singers and musicians (Borong). 
Back (center right, smaller photo): Singers (Géro). 
Back (center left): Singers (Wogo). 
Back (lower left): Wéra dancers and singers (Borong).  

 
Updates by Philip Yampolsky (March 2000) 
In the comment on track 9 (p.17, right column) we say that in some mbata songs the women 
sing in octaves above the men, and in others they sing in parallel fourths above them. This last 
part is wrong—the higher voices sing a fifth, not a fourth, above the rest—and the remainder of 
the wording needs modification.  Here is a more precise version:  
 
The male soloists in mbata are called sako (also cako), and the male chorus, which usually 
sings in unison (though there may be the occasional heterophonic fourth) is called mara. In 
some mbata, among them Ololé, women, together with men with high voices, sing in octaves 
above the rest of the chorus; in some others, such as Ndoré here, the higher voices sing 
passages in parallel fifths above the lower ones. This upper part is called sua (sual, cual)….  
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Additional References (added March 2000)  
Heerkens, P[iet]. Lieder der Florinesen: Sammlung 140 Florinesischer Lieder und 162 Texte mit 
Übersetzung aus dem Sprachgebiete der Lionesen, Sikanesen, Ngada's und Maggaraier. 
Trans. (from Dutch into German) by E. D. Kunst, Sr. (Internationales Archiv für Ethnologie, 46, 
Suppl.) Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1953.  
 
Further listening: So far as we know, the only other recording of music from Flores is Music of 
Indonesia: Flores (Celestial Harmonies 13175-2), recorded by Margaret Kartomi in central and 
western Manggarai. It was published after our Flores albums were issued, so we could not 
discuss it in our initial commentary, and we were unable to locate a copy in time to discuss it in 
this second edition either. An excellent album from the Toraja of Southern Sulawesi—Indonésie, 
Toraja: Funérailles et fêtes de fécondité (Le Chant du Monde CNR 274 1004), compiled by 
Dana Rappoport —offers intriguing similarities and contrasts to our Flores albums.  
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